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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

This study has analyzed all of the 27 selected poems by following the 

research method in the third chapter. This study intended to find how the 

translation strategy, specifically Literal, Rhymed, Blank Verse, and Interpretation 

translation strategy used in Hasan Aspahani poem’s book entitled “A Fairy’s Veil 

MAHNA HAURI”. The translation strategies refer to the seven translation 

strategy purposed by André Lefevere, which stated seven translation strategies in 

translating poetry. Thus, the selected poems are analyzed by analyzing the textual 

element of a poem such as rhyme in each line of the poems before finally 

determine how do the strategies are applied in the poem. 

In the total 422 lines, this study found the translation strategy, specifically 

the Literal, Rhymed, Blank Verse, and Interpretation translation strategy is 

applied as many as 38 (9.00%), while rhymed is 119 (28.20%), blank verse is 55 

(13.03%), and interpretation is 210 (49.77%).  

Literal translation strategy is used in 16 poems of out of 27 poems of the 

book. In the three different sections of the book, literal translation strategy is 

applied as many as 17 usages in A Few Hair Lines, 3 in A Few Fable Lines, and 

18 in We then Exchanged A Shoe.  

Rhymed translation strategy is used in all of 27 poems of the book. In the 

three different sections of the book, rhymed translation strategy is applied as many 
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as 31 usages in A Few Hair Lines, 42 in A Few Fable Lines, and 46 in We then 

Exchanged A Shoe. 

Blank verse or Free Verse translation strategy is used in 22 poems out of 

27 poems of the book. In the three different sections of the book, blank verse 

translation strategy is applied as many as 26 usages in A Few Hair Lines, 11 in A 

Few Fable Lines, and 18 in We then Exchanged A Shoe. 

The last translation strategy is interpretation translation, in which is used 

in all of 27 poems of the book. In the three different sections of the book, metrical 

translation strategy is applied as many as 50 usages in A Few Hair Lines, 46 in A 

Few Fable Lines, and 114 in We then Exchanged A Shoe. 

From the result, it can be concluded that interpretation translation 

becomes the dominant strategy used in the English version of the poems’ book 

entitled “A Fairy’s Veil MAHNA HAURI” which is written by Hasan Aspahani. 

By using interpretation translation, it means that the translator concerned on the 

main concept of the poem instead of its structure. Hence, he applied his own style 

of writing into the translated poem, but still keeping the main idea of the original 

poem in the English version of Hasan Aspahani’s “A Fairy’s Veil MAHNA 

HAURI” book of poems. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

For the researcher who is interested in conducting a study of poetry 

translation by André Lefevere, it is suggested that the researcher focuses on the 

poems which has used phonemic and poetry to prose translation because it is 
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assumed that both of the two translation strategy is rarely seen to be applied to a 

translated poem. The source of data is also preferably not to be a rhyme-free poem 

because it will make the researcher easier to analyze the rhyme pattern of the 

poem. Thus, it will enrich the knowledge of the researcher towards those specifics 

two strategies, since the rest of five strategies which are literal, metrical, rhymed, 

blank verse and interpretation translation are presumably to be quite familiar 

strategies which are used in translating poetry. 
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